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Rec is center
of St. Pattys
triathlon race
Students, faculty and
staff compete in a
healthy alternative to
partying | Page 3

Curling teams
go national
Two BGSU teams
to compete in the

Clear promises of transparency
Gov. Strickland opens budget government records to Ohio public
By Alaina Bum
Reporter

When Gov. Ted Strickland was
running for office this past fall,
he promised transparency to
the media as well as the average
citizen in Ohio. But some citizens mav find themselves won-

dering what that even means.
In his speech given to the
Akron Press Club in lanuary,
the governor explained that his
transparency policy includes
being open and honest with the
public about any issues he deals
with in office.
"I have promised transpar-

ency and my goal is to make
sure that the people of this
state understand as clearly as I
can explain it the choices confronting us," Strickland said in
his speech.
Strickland has already put his
transparency policy into effect
in the way he's dealt with the

state budget.
Not only did Strickland discuss revenue projection before
its introduction yesterday,
Strickland talked about possible problems with revenue.
The governor's press secretary Keith Daily said Strickland
discussed the negative as well

as the positive.
"|He| outlined expected shortfalls in revenue since we're finishing very difficult budget circumstances," Daily said.
Strickland's discussion of
the budget prior to its release
See SUNSHINE | Page 6

Chicago Curling Club
tournament | Page 5

Students learn
to find facts in
a world of lies
The Amazing Randi

Can you trust it?

£i«&S

encourages people to

Police to call in
backup for St.
Patricks Day

think before believing
By Erin Rcchin

something | Page 4

Report!

Gambling laws
are maddening

Although spring break is ever
for students, March brings
another reason to celebrate —
St. Patricks Day.
March 17 has been recognized for centuries as the least
day of St. Patrick.
For years, Irish families
observed their patron saint by
attending church in the morning and partaking in a traditional Irish feast at night.

l( state anti-gambling
laws aren't enforced,

v\

then why have them?
| Page 4
■*
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Sex toys:
the new
Tupperware

But times have changed.

Parties selling sex

After waves of the Irish immigrated to the United States, they
began to have parades to honor

toys and lubricants

St. Patrick and to reconnect

are growing in

with their roots.
The traditional Irish least
eventually evolved into a
feast of alcoholic beverages
— which may be why the holiday is so heavily celebrated by
college students.
Ibis year, St. Patrick's Day
is on Saturday so the bars are
expecting a big turnout... and SO
are the police.
"We are planning for some
extra activity,'' said I.t. Ken
Fortney of the Bowling Green
Police Department.
B(iPI) is calling in some
extra officers to be on duty
tomorrow.

popularity | Page 7

Taking it one
step at a time
Women's basketball
team works like mad
to make it past the
first round | Page 9

SeeST.PATRICK|Paqe2
RACHEL GREENFIELD I THE BG NEWS

Facebook posts
may jeopardize
students' future

Wikipedia could
Hearing and
head shape
connected

threaten credibility
of Internet research

By Tim Sampson
Reporter

i

Speakers reveal a link
between the size of
animals heads and
their ability to hear
high frequencies

it
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www bg.news corn

What are your St.
Patrick's Day plans?

DAVID MILLER.
Freshman. Undecided

TODAY

I"! Partly Cloudy
High: 40. Low: 22

HOW TO CREATE A WIKIPEDIA ARTICLE:
By Jetllca Spi.i
Reporter

The Internet revolution has drastically changed the way students research.
While students used to dig through
books and newspapers in the library,
the Internet makes relevant information
only a click away.
One of the most popular sources for
fast information is Wikipedia, an online
encyclopedia.
A "wiki" is a Web site which allows
people to contribute content. "Wiki" also
refers to the collaborative software itself
that makes the operation of Wikipedia
possible. "Wiki" is derived from the
phrase "WikiWiki," the Hawaiian word
for "quick."
Because Wikipedia is a Web site that
allows the users to edit the site's content,
the articles are not always 100 percent
accurate, said Kat Walsh member of
the board of trustees at the Wikimedia
foundation.
"The accuracy varies from article
to article," said Mark Pelligrini of the
Wikipedia press committee. "Some articles are highly accurate because people
keep it up. For the computer science
field, there is a high level of accuracy."
Although articles are not completely
See WIKIPEDIAj Paoe 6

1. Register as a Wikipedia member by
providing a user name and password.
2. New users are shown introductory
Web pages that explain the site's posting
guidelines.
3. Type in the title of your article and wait for
the site to search for similar articles that may
already exist.
4. Enter the text of your article. Links to other
Wikipedia articles can be created simply by
selecting sections of text and letting the site
find URL's for the articles they represent.
5. Write a brief "edit summary" that tells other
Wikipedia users why you created the entry.
6. Preview the article, save it and get
ready for others to edit it. The new article
should appear on the site quickly, but it
could be removed almost as quickly under
Wikipedia's "speedy deletion" policy, which
states: "Wikipedia administrators may delete
Wikipedia pages or media on sight' without
further debate, as in the cases of patent
nonsense or pure vandalism."

Facebook isn't just online anymore.
More and more students are
finding out that the popular social
networking site is now being
viewed by University officials,
potential employers and other
people they never thought would
see their profiles.
When freshman Rosann Fought
applied for transfer to another college, she was surprised when the
advisor at her new school questioned her about a picture she had
posted on her profile.
"1 had a picture that looked like
I was drinking, but it was just a
bottle of water.'' Bought said.
Along with schools, potential
employers will also view applicants' profiles.
In herteacher-prepclasses, education professor Cindy 1 lendricks
advises her Students to be wary of
what they post on Facebook when
it comes time to find a job.
"I tell students that you put
whatever you want on there —
that's your business," I lendricks
said. "But you have to be willing to
deal with the consequences."
According to Hendricks. some
students in the education department have lost teaching positions
as a result of photos and other
items posted online. She said

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 59. Low: 21
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See FACEBOOK | Paoe 2
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POTO" FACTS

Student fights for free speech
By Megan Armentrout

Despite its Irish roots, people all over the
US participate in St Patrick* Day
celebrations Here are some fun facts
about this holiday.

"You don't have ultimate freedom of speech
in the classroom because material that is not

I he Supreme < ouri will heai
the case ol Morse \. I rccli-rick
March 19, which will detei
mine the limits ol student
speei li rights.
A recent article in USA
Ibda) reported school officials nationwide will he
watching this case for signs of
whether the justices will make
ii more difficult to enforce
a i.Inge ol campus speech
regulations.
In 2002, when the Olympic
torch passed through luneau,
Via., loseph I rederick was
a tii|>h school senior. As the
torch passed In his school he
displayed a banner thai read
Bong Hits I leslis."
Deborah Morse, the high
school principal, tookdoum the
sign and suspended Frederick
lor 10 da) s Morse said the sign
v iolated the school's anti-drug
polic) because hong" was a
referent e to marijuana.
This case has become a
major legal challenge to deter
mine how far school administrations can go to limit a student's freedom ofspeech.
Although this case concerns
a minor, the basic principle

ol the infringemeni of First
Amendment speech rights still
applies to University students,
Rodnej Fleming, managing attorney Cor Studeni Legal
Sen ices, said thereisa bigdis-

appropriate could interfere with the learning
environment."
Rodney Flerrxnq | A:'
tinction between minors and
adults when it conies to the

constitution,
"By agreeing to study on a
college campus there are certain restrictions you agree to,"
Fleming said. "You don't have
ultimate freedom of speech in
the classroom because malerial that is not appropriale
could interfere with the learning environment."
The University has the right
to regulate, when and where
freedom ol speech occurs
on campus.
The Free Speech Area,
located in front of the Union,
is the designated protected speech location, This is
a place where students are
urged lo go lo express their
lice speech and thoughts.
Fleming said he has rarely
had students come in to his
office complaining about
not having an opportunity
to express their freedom of
speech on campus.
Keiulel Kissinger, a BGSU
graduate, is a member of
Amnesty International. They
stand in the free Speech area
even Monday from noon .to I

p.m. This group protests war,
rape, ethnic cleansing and
human rights abuses all over
the world.
Monday, a man destroyed
one of their signs and gave it
hacktothegroiipalongwithhis
business card. Kissinger contacted the man and informed
him that he li.nl hindered their
First Amendment rights.
"The destruction of our
flier interfered with our right
to free speech," Kissinger
said. "Supporting freedom of
speech means supporting the
right of those to speak you disagree with."
Kissinger said usually their
group does not have problems
with people being disrespectful of their protests.
"We can agree to disagree
without being hostile or inhibiting free speech," she said.
Jennifer Merrick, freshman, has similar views about
first Amendment and speech
rights.
"You should be able to say
what you want as long as you
respect the rules of the institution and the opinions of people
around you," Merrick said.

MARCH MADNESS

FREE BIG SCREEN TV

JOHDANFlOWBt I THE K NEWS

IN THE DARK: One wall separates the dance floor from the bai at Skybar The normal bar
crowd shares the bar with those attending goth night

ST. PATRICK
From Page 1

Therealsowillbeseveralagents
from the Ohio Department of
Liquor Control around town.
The extra law enforcement
doesn't seem to deter students
from celebrating.
"I'm going to a couple of par-

FACEBOOK
From Page 1

employers often view profiles as
an indicators of character and professionalism.
"There are things that just don't
fly well here in the conservative
Midwest," Hendricks said.
Facebook postings can also have
current consequences for students
here at the University.
Although administrators don't
actively patrol student profiles,
they can use them as evidence in
cases involving violations of the
University's code of conduct
"There have been cases where
it IFacebookl has been involved,"
said Michael Ginsburg, assistant
dean of students. "For example, in
a case where we get a report that
someone has made direct threats
against somebody on the site."
University athletes also are
strongly discouraged from posting inappropriate materials on
Facebook.
"1 think it's important when
you're a scholarship athlete to
remember you represent the
University," said J.D. Campbell,
assistant athletic director of communications.
Athletic directors at the
University of Georgia last week
issued a warning to players to
not participate in Facebook's
NCAA men's basketball pools
because of potential violations
of NCAA policies regarding gambling, according to an article'in
that school's paper.
The NCAA has no official policy
on the Facebook pools but has
advised student athletes not to

ties here and there, then out to
the bars with a group of friends,"
said Katie Zaremba, junior. "I'm
just out to have a good time and
avoid schoolwork."
Local bars are opening as early
as 5:30 a.m. and offering drink
specials all day, not to mention
plenty of green beer.
Wiih many University students hailing from Chicago and
Cleveland, two cities with a high

participate.
Although there have been no
incidents involving athletes at the
University, Campbell cautioned
players against gambling.
"If you're an athlete, gambling of
any kind can end your career very
quickly," he said.
The reason so many students
run into problems with Facebook
is because they don't consider how
many people can view their profiles, said Tori Ekstrand, assistant
journalism professor.
"They tend to treat it like it's a
private diary, when in reality it's
just as public as any other form of
mass media," Ekstrand said.
In her introductory journalism
classes, Ekstrand requires students
to join Facebook and rum in a
print out of their profiles.
She said recent stories about
profiles being checked has caused
many students to think twice
about what they put online.
"I think students have gotten
immensely smarter in recent
months about what they post and
about using privacy controls,"
Ekstrand said.
But some students don't think
it's fair Facebook be used to judge
professional character.
"People should be able to have
a life outside of work and school
and should be allowed to express
themselves how they want." said
Anon Laurence, freshman.
Others felt that students
should be prepared to be held
accountable.
"I think it's entirely fair," said
Heather Baum, freshman. "They
should think of the consequences
of what they're posting before they
doit."

Getting ready for a...
Wedding, Graduation, Summer

OASIS
.
!Me£Spa
Elizabeth Horrigan, MO • Lisa Merrill, MD
1215 Ridgewood Dr. • Bowling Green, OH 43402

P: 419-352-0142 • F: 419-352-9073
www.oasismedispa.com
Mesotherapy with Triactive Cellulite Laser Treatment
Lose inches before your event or summer.
Leg Veins
Get rid of unwanted veins TODAY!
Hair Removal
Bikini. Under Arm, Legs, Back
Skin Medica Vitalize Peel
Get a series of 3 - 6 peels before summer to look your
best at any event.
Restylane & Botox
Reduce fine lines and wrinkles.

■ Every St Patrick's Day. 40 pounds of
green vegetable oil is dumped into the
Chicago River, which is enough to dye
it green for a couple of hours.
■ In Ireland, green was long considered
unlucky because it was believed that
lames were more likely to steal people
wearing the color
■ More than 5 million spectators are
expected to be at New York City's St.
Patricks Day parade.
■ Nearly 54 million Americans claim
Irish ancestry today, which is nearly 10
times the population of Ireland itself
Source All facts from:
www news nal ionalgeog raph»c com

Irish-American population, some
are choosing to head home for
the holiday.
"I'm going to drive to Cleveland
to catch the parade, hang out
with my family, eat some reubens and then go out to the bars,"
said Stephen McGuire, junior.
Whether celebrating in
Bowling Green or at home, and
as the saying goes, everybody's
Irish on St. Patrick's Day.

BG1 team
to finalize
card plans
By J»n««n Morgan
Reporter

Although there are weekly
updates on the upcoming
BG1 Card, there has not
been any significant changes thus far.
According to undergraduate Student Government
President Bernard Little,
there hasn't been any big
changes lately. But the
Beyond Bursarables project committee is meeting
to try and set up emergency loan programs for
students who might need
extra assistance.
"There is another group
or committee who are working on the iin.iiici.il part of
this project, and they will
be helping students with
their finances," said Donald
Bell, project manager for the
Beyond Bursarables project
committee.
This group is called the
Student Money Management
committee, made up of
about 30 people, 12 of which
are students.
Luke Nichter, vice president of the Graduate Student
Senate, happens to be the
only student on the Beyond
Bursarables committee and
one of the members of the
student money management group.
"Two things that the
University is doing is one —
they will help students if they
have any problems," Nichter
said. "Two — there already is
an emergency student loan
program, but many students
don't know about it."
According to Bell, there
would have been more of an
update with the issue, but
the University just decided
the definite plans are changing financial systems.
"TheendofBIGchargeand
bursarables for faculty and
staff was at the beginning
of the semester," Bell said.
"But the University decided
as of May 4, BIG charge and
bursarables will be gone for
good for students."
Along with Bell, Brian
Benner, associate vice president of administration, and
Duane Whitmore, associate project manager for the
Beyond Bursarables committee, agree the BG1 card
will be more convenient, safe
See CARD | Page 6

Free Senior Portraits
LAST CHANCE for May/August Grads to be included in The Key Yearbook
March 27 & 28

GRAD FAIR

Ik

Multi-Purpose Room
Bowen-Thompsou Student Union
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St. Patrick's Day triathlon promotes healthy celebration
By Molly McCb.
Reporter
The luck of the Irish will belong
(o ihe St. Patty's Day triathlon
winner.
The Office of Residence Life is
hosting the race at the Student
Recreation Center. Students,
faculty and staff are invited to
participate in this event beginning at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
It is a healthy alternative to

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events laten from eve1Hvb9su.edu

7am - l:50p.m.
East Central Writing
Center Association
Conference
Union

II a.m.- /p.m.
St. Patrick's Day
McDonald
1:50 - 2:4S |,n
Interviewing Workshop
560 Saddlemire

5-4:lbp.m.
Resume Writing
Workshop
560 Saddlemire

4 p.m
Rick Valicenti Lecture
206 Union

530 7 pm
Transcendence Meeting
Women's Center

That Takes Ovaries:
Open Mic Night and
Fundraiser
Black Swamp Pub

Nine Planets and
Counting
112 Physical Sciences Building

8 pm.
Student degree recital:
William Speicher, trumpet
Bryan Recital Hall. Moor*
Musical Arts Center

11 p.m. -2 a.m.
Delta Sigma Theta
Jabberwork and Late
Night Event
Union Ballroom

other St. Patrick's Day celebrations.
"This is a fun event for everybody," said Nick Hennessy, associate director of Residence Life.
The triathlon format is an
up-and-coming type for triathlons, with everything based on
timing.
Participants are expected
to run, bike and swim for 15
minutes each. No particular distance is required.

"This triathlon format caters
to anybody at any physical level,"
Hennessy said.

The triathlon can be competed
as an individual team or a team
of three people. Participants
who form three-person teams
can challenge other teams for
lieali hy compel il ion.
For example, one floor against
another, a residence hall against
another or a fraternity or sorority against another.

"I am excited, because I am an
athlete, to compete and for the
turnout. If there isadecent turnout this year we hope to continue this down the road." said
Sue Pelo, program coordinator
for major events, a committee
member and also a participant
for the event.
It may become an annual
event based off the success of
this year's triathlon.

"I wish there were more

people on campus involved in
endurance sporls like this triathlon,* said Greg Names, Junior
participating In the event.
Various prizes will be award
ed for different categories, such
as best overall and best threeperson team.
I'ree T-shirts, green (latorade
and nutritional snacks will
be available for participants.
Spectators are encouraged lo
come and cheer on the atliletes.

The cost is $5 per person, hut
for full-time students the fee is
waived. Registration is available
at the door at the SRI! the day of
the race.

Approximately 25 participants
have already registered. Any
additional money will benefit
the Multiple Sclerosis Society.
I HI more information contact
Nick Hennessy ai nickjht" bgsu.
edu or visit www.bgsu.edu/

ofnces/sa/reslife.

Curling club goes to
Chicago for nationals
By Steve Kunkler
Reporter
The University's curling team is
heading off lo the national tournament in Chicago, Illinois this
weekend.
Two separate teams will represent BGSU at the tournament
held at both the Chicago Curling
Club and the North Shore
Curling Club.
The tournament will be done
in a round robin formal that will
involve 39 learns with Ihe finals
concluding on Sunday.
Curling is similar to most
oilier sporls with one significant
difference.
"You can shoot UKI percent
and still lose", Nik Ciellcr, senior,
said.
The fact that a team can shoo!
a perfect game and slill lose is a
contributing factor to why there
are so few dominant teams.
Howling Green will be representing the Great Lakes
Region, which is Ihe largest
of any of the regions at the
national tournament.
Curling teams are co-ed,
and there is also no coach
required in order to have a
leant participate.
The teams are split into divisions, which "are broken up by
years of experience," said Getter.
Culling is played on ice where
opponents try to slidea stone
onto a target called a house.

"Bowling Green is
the only university
in the country to
have curling ice on
campus."
Nik Geller | Senior
which is similar to a bulls-eye.
"Howling Green is the only
university in the country to
have curling ice on campus",
Getter said.
Because there are so few
teams to play, they often play
one another quite often creating a different type of sporting
environment.
"It's competitive, but il
revolves around sportsmanship", said Adrienne litter,
senior.
Several members agreed curling can be addicting.
"It's a very addicting sport",
said Jordan Wesler, freshman,
who was introduced lo curling
through his aunt who played on
a club team.
The first match will be at

5 p.m. today at the Chicago
Curling Club in Division 3. while
the Division 1 lean) will compete at 5:30 p.m. today at the
North Shore Curling Club also
in Chicago.
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CONDUCTIVE CRITICISM: Emily Freeman Brown, conductor of ihe Bowling Green Philharmonic. gives a live critique of a student's
conducting. The College of Musical Arts and the Conductors Guild hosted a Conducting Training Workshop yesterday

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET AtThurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

825THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rale - $370

Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rale- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

521 E. MERRY -NearOffenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year - Two Person Rate - $565

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

840-850 SIXTH STREET

505 CLOUGH-Behmd Km/co's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate-$630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths
School Year - Two Person Rate- $650
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $540

PETS ALLOWED AT:

EFFICIENCIES

PETS ALLOWED with a S250 nonrefundable pet
deposit in the following buildings:

451THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Olfenhauer

517 E. Reed Street
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street

Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath,
assigned parking and laundry in the building
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777Manvill

• Furnished or Unfurnished for Same Price
• Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 12,2007 to August 4,2007 Noon

We Still have a Selection of Houses Available for 2007-2008

.--JOHN

r

NEWLOVE

V =: V li' L
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bel)
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fh. 8:30-5:30 Sit 8:30-5:00
www.phnnewtoverealestate ay

We've got a place for everyone!'

ON

"I didn't become attorney general by quitting." - Alberto Gonzales. who
has come under fire for the circumstances surrounding the firings of eight U.S.
Attorneys, from Time.com.

Fciday. Match 16.2007 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What are your St. Patricks Day plans?
"Going home and

"Not to wear any-

"Going to the bars at

working."

thing green."

10 am."

"Parly"

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have you» own take on
today's People On The
Street? Of a suggestion fw
AMALIA BORIS.
Freshman. 5-D Art
Education

MEGAN OHLER. Junior.
HDFS

JAYGRAYSON.
Freshman. Theater

TANESHA HUNTER.
Freshman. Nursing

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Amazing' on critical thinking and not getting duped

9
mW
J
,

CHAD PUTERBAUGH
fULuMMST

Wednesday, the University was
graced by the visit of an amazing
individual. I low amazing was
he? Well, amazing enough to
have Amazing' as his first name!
Yes, that's right, magician
lames Randi. Of The Amazing
Handi visited our lowly campus to talk about one of the
University's most flashy virtues:
critical thinking.
Though you might expect
such a speaker to pull rabbits
Out of a hat, Kandi's message
was anything but playful. You
see, The (ireat Randi is many
years retired and has made a
new career out of debunking the
"supernatural.''

I lis organization, the lames
H.indi I duc.ttion.il Foundation,
offers a million dollar prize to
anyone who can demonstrate a
supernatural event.
Randi began his talk by
explaining just how susceptible
people are to believing in the
paranormal. I Ic accomplished
this by demonstrating that
everyone assumes things, lb

survive you have to!
Randi. who had been speaking for about 1(1 minutes, for
the first time let us know that he
could not actually see us.
He stopped and showed us
why: apparently, he was wearing glasses without lenses. The
message was both powerful
and small.
We do things like this everyday: assuming people need to
be wearing glasses, assuming
that what your buddy told you
was actually true, even assuming
sometimes that commercials are

telling the truth. The reality of
this is often far from the truth.
Randi carried on the rest of his
talk essentially telling us about
con men claiming to be in touch
with the supernatural. People
such as faith healers, so called
"remote viewers," and psychics
were all attacked as being false.
The largest part of his talk
focused on not-quite medical
healers. Randi recalled tale after
tale of people in the last hours
of their lives, who would empty
their bank accounts, risking
everything to be healed of their
various cancers and ailments.
Some act as faith healers,
summoning the benevolent
will of the Man above, others
concentrate on psychic surgery,
where a person sticks his hand
into the infected person's body
and pulls out the cancer. A very
gruesome sight indeed.
Of course, you may be reading
this right now saying, "come on,

Chad, I'd never fall for that junk."
Oh, but have you? Randi anticipated such a claim and gives
tons of examples of reasonable
people failing at this task.
For instance, have you ever
been to a store where they take
your money and write on it with
a marker? Ever been curious as
to what the heck is going on? Of
course you have!
Well, the story behind the
marker is that it is a patented
device to detect counterfeit
currency.
If the mark on the bill turns
yellow, the bill is authentic; if
it tunts black, you have a fake.
Well, according to Randi. the
pen really detects starch.
Starch is the stuff they put
into paper to make it stiff for a
printer, and makes it receptive
to ink. It also happens to be the
stuff that you use when doing
your laundry. It's really not a
good test at all. And you thought

the cashier was being careful.
Randi also reports that the
government has spent 10 years
and over S20 million researching a phenomenon known as
remote viewing.
Remote viewing is the experience of seeing a place without
actually being there. It sounds
just as stupid to me too.
Some of his examples border
on the absurd, but Randi's message was well taken. Indeed,
there are countless people out
there who are trying to make
you believe them. Whether they
want your wallet or your trust,
you have something they want.
Often we are unprepared
for such events. Who plans for
terminal cancer? This is how
people prey on us.
Do not be fooled into thinking that you're doomed to be a
sucker, nor be over-confident.
The trick is to realize when
people want something from

you. For example: Commercials
want you to buy things, the military recruiters want your body
for canon fodder, professors
want you to write good student
evaluations.
Second, consider die evidence
they use to convince you. To
use the previous examples: I las
consumer digest looked at the
product? What is the likelihood
that you'll have to go to war? Do
professors' humor really make
them good professors?
We do not live in a world
where people give you all of the
facts. The world is cutthroat, and
full of misinformation.
Will you be the sheep following whomever looks like a
shepherd? Or will you follow the
advice of The Great Randi and
fight back with critical thinking?

Senrfcomments to ChadPuterbaugh at
cxputeK'iigsuedu

STAFF EDITORIAL I STATE POLITICS

HEL1P! REMEMBER ME?PEMEMBER 9/ll?
I'M BACK IN AFGHANISTAN AND DOING
FINE,THANK YOU VERY MUCH. WHEN KXJR
PRESIDENT EEAUZES THIS. WE PE QUITE
CERTAIN HE'LL ATTACK FINLAND!

What does transparency really mean!i?

T

ie word of the day is transparency.
At least it would seem to be. considering
the way it's been thrown around in politics

lately.
With Sunshine Week bringing increased attention to the Freedom of Information Act, several
government officials are quick to promise "transparency" in their offices.
Even our own governor, Ted Strickland, has been
reminiscing to his campaign promises of transparency to die citizens and the media.
"1 believe you have a right to know what the facts
are... to have a voice in the decisions that we must
make," he said in a speech to the Akron Press Club
in 1,111 ll.ll v

But promises made arc not always promises
kept.
While we at The BO News hope Strickland plans
to remain true to his wond, we can't help but nonce
the number of odier governors promising this son
of unfettered freedom to their constituents.

A quick search of
the past month's news
articles shows identical speeches coming
from Alaska Gov. Sarah

Patin, Nevada Gou Jim

k YOU DECIDE
Do you trunk Gov

Strickland will really try to be
'transparent?* Send an email
to thenews@ba.news com and
tell us what you think or post

(iibhons, (California Gov.
feedback on our Web site
Arnold Schwarzenegger,
and even Gov. Olusegun
Agagu of Undo State. Nigeria
But transpaiency in government shouldn't lx'
just a trendy sound byte. These are the issues we
need to be hounding our load, state and federal
officials on.
Transparency is a policy which is owed to us. We
have every right to know how officials arc handling
all matters that concern us.
Hut by that game token we also have a responsibility to ask them.
If we aren't using our freedom of information, we might as well not have it.

NCAA tournament pool gambling should be lega

Q

. —_ I BRIAN SZABELSKI
viSV ASST OPINION EDITOR

The Madness has begun.
March Madness, that is. The
NCAA Men's and Women's
Basketball Tournaments are
here, drawing the attention of
sports fans all across America
for the next couple of weeks.
Of course, it also draws them
away from other things like
work, reducing productivity
among employees at many
businesses across the nation.
And the cost of that distraction is ever-growing. According
to a 2006 MSNBC.com story,
consulting firm Challenger,
Gray & Christmas has estimated that March Madness will
have cost American business
$3.8 billion last year in lost
productivity.

With the growing ability to
watch games online for free, this
number is likely to grow.
Sports packages for the tournament that were once expensive are now becoming more
affordable, allowing fans to
spend the entire day switching
between games.
But perhaps nothing quite
draws the ire of businesses than
the bracket pool.
Though done mainly for fun
and friendly competition, these
pools are far more distracting to
the workforce than just simply
following games on TV or the
Internet,
First, you have to fill 6ut your
bracket after spending time
online checking out stats and
figures about each of the teams.
Then, you've got to spend
time following the games at
work in case there's some upset
you've predicted that your coworkers or friends missed.
Follow that up with the time
lost taunting your co-workers
or friends for missing that pick
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or talking about the next round
of games, and you can see why
some businesses aren't such
big fans.
There's also the legal aspects
of bracket pools, namely those
which include bets of any kind.
In some states, even placing
as small as $5 in a pool can be
considered as illegal gambling.
One of those states is
Michigan, where such an act
could be punishable with up to
a $1,000 fine or a year in jail.
There's reasons that some
people might argue that these
laws are okay, namely because
of the amount of total money
that is placed into pools.
According to a 2005
article from the Seatde PostIntelligencer, the FBI says that
office pools make up 52 percent
of the estimated $3.5 billion that
will be gambled in the name of
March Madness.
Of course, the Michigan law
is rarely enforced on these small
office pools because few of
them are very large and the bets

are generally small.
But one Michigan state
representative wants to make
sure that participants in these
pools don't have to worry
about that law.
According to Fox News,
Michigan State Rep. Kim
Meltzer plans to introduce legislation that would decriminalize
participation in an NCAA tournament office pool.
Under Meltzer's proposal,
the maximum allowable entry
fee would be $20 and the pool
could not exceed 100 people.
The revenue from the pool
could be divided only among its
participants.
"What makes March Madness
unique is that all kinds of
people and sports fans of all
levels fill out their brackets and
enjoy the tournament," Meltzer
said in a statement. "It's a crime
we consider that a crime, and I
want to change it."
Normally, I like to joke that
the Michigan state legislature
can't do anything right, but
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this idea actually makes a lot
of sense.
Revising the law would help
draw the line between tnie illegal gambling and pools that are
done just for fun.
In fact, I believe more states
should look into incorporating
similar provisions into their
laws on illegal gambling.
That way, it's still possible that
these small pools can legally
exist while they don't become
havens for illegal betting and
gambling.
Some might argue that this
change would be a slippery
slope that would legalize betting
on other sports tournaments,
such as the NFL playoffs or college bowl games.
The NCAA tournaments,
however, are something truly
unique, because I've yet to see
widespread bracket pools for
the NFL playoffs or any other
sporting event.
This is something that's
become so common, ESPN has
resident bracketologists, whose

only job is to figure out who's
going to be in the tournament
and who is going to win the
championship.
If employers don't like their
employees participating in
such pools, tiiey can prohibit them from doing so while
they're at work.
Or they can choose to create
their own office-wide pool that
they could control, thus making sure things don't get out
of hand. Neither option is too
hard to accomplish.
Making pools for the NCAA
tournament legal and slightly
regulated, as Meltzer's proposal
will do, is a benefit for sports
fans everywhere.
They're practically legal as is,
but getting it down in writing
would mean a lot less stress for
all of us. And trust me... there's
enough stress for people in
tournament pools as it is.

Send comments to Bnan Szabetiiat
bs/dW&tgsuedu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be (ewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University s
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
'Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column' Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect th« view o( Th* BG Npws
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UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION
• Is Sponsoring a Bus Trip •
TO THE WOMEN'S

FOR STUDENTS ONLY WHICH INCLUDES

A TICKET TO THE GAME
BUS TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM THE GAME
PRE-GAME PEP RALLY

SIGN UP NOW
TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT!!!

Game time is approximately 2:00 EST
at the Breslin Center, located at
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich
Departing time is 8:30 am on Sunday, March 18,
out of Lot L (located just north of Doyt Perry Stadium).
The bus will return to Bowling Green State University
shortly after the completion of the game.
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SUNSHINE
From Page 1
"Fundamental!) ii conies
down KI a restoration of not
onlv ethics bin iiust. rrusi is
something thai can'i be won
in u tiny oi a week III a month
bin ran be lost in ,i moment,"
he said.
In addition m being open
aboul the budget, Stria Hand
is also promising open public records to anyone looking
lor them under a reasonable
request
[Strickland believes puUk
records belong to the public and
he believes thai legitimate pub
lie records requests siiould IKhonored in as time!) a manner
as possible,'' Dailj said.
Hills are being passed thai
seem in agree with Strickland's
transparency polii y, During the
height nl Sunshine Week, foui
bills were passed encouraging
an open government.
One nl the bills passed on
Wednesday, H.R. 1309, amends
the I reedom of Information Ai i
and stresses the Important e ol

a timer) response to requests for
information under the a< i
while politicians .in- making
open promises foi transparency
and lulls are being passed In
provide the public with
to information, there's anoth. in ihc equation
the
peopli
sun klai d says this is good
and important, so test It," said
Melissa Spirek, associate professor in the journalism depart
in,ui it s the media's job to
ensure accountability of govimnieiii officials, I don't think
we always do our job."
Sunshine Weekis meant tonoi
onlj gel the government to provide people with public records,
bin to encourage the public to
seek out those records.
"it takes work
and report
ers ran be lazy. I hey'n people
and it's easiel 10 iln the easy
story," Spirek said. "Reporters
need in do their homework and
knowwhal toaskfoi
lim I OUSt, associate proles.ni ill journalism, bail similar
thoughts aboul the media's
rcsponsibilit) to lake ai lion.
This kind of information
is die core of What makes our

ACCESS TO RECORDS
H.R ii! I

WIKIPEDIA

' m amendments

From Page 1

made to (he Freedom of Inltxmation Act
The bil:

accurate, there are .nine i lasses
ai the University thai encourage
theuseofWikjpedia Inoneintro
ductory popular culture class, the
teai I HI assigns readings Bran
Wikipedia as homework, rhese
readings "either complimeni the
readings out ol the book or cover
topics thai are not in the lexl
book." said Corey /iilow, a fresh maii student in the course.

■ Retort
Pill:

,1'drfld

■' -eased
■ Requ Is for i

'I'sponded

to in a timely manner

■ The Govemmenl Acu
Office /.ill report on the Department
I
■ The Government Accou
Office will report on tl*> Department
ol Homeland S(
■

;V ■

'

I bis is rare because most teachers have strong feelings against
Wikipedia saiil David Anecht,
freshman.
"iiieW iki|X'diareadine,sal\vays
apply to the information we cover
in class." be said, "Hut I don't think
that we can use Wikipedia as a
source for any of our papers."
\s lor those who want to use
Wikipedia as a source in any
scholarly work, Wikipedia should
only serve as a starling point,
Walsh said.
"You shouldn't Ix- citing it in
your papers," Walsh said. "You

need to check il against oilier
sources."
The editors of Wikipedia work
to make sure the information on
Wikipedia does not offend any
group of people. Although the
articles Wikipedia are created by
a diverse group of people, it has a
neutral point of view, Walsh said.
"It is not biased, nor is it
Democratic or Republican. It
is not influenced by religious
groups." Walsh said. "It's verifiable and what people can come
to agree on to what represents the
point of truth."

'

Refoim .'.
*
democracy work*" Foust said
"How can people govern and
vote if they don't know what's
going on?"
I oust also said both the
media and the average <iiizen need to step up to ensure
Sunshine] aws are both written
and enforced. That waj theycan
obtain information and remain
an informed public, bet ause
"whai you don't know can hurt
vou.'hfsiiid.

CARD
From I

and easiel for students.
I he use ol Ibis new debit
card and its ease will be more
effet tive foi students," Benner
said.
There won't be anymore
problems with charging a I
shirt lo the wrong person with
bursarables, as the BG1 card
will be more secure.
"Using the BGI card, you
won'l ban- to worrj aboul
someone taking down the
wrong ii > number, you can just
slide youi card through lor student organization purposes,"
\\ hitmore said.
lust as the BGI card will be

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

BGI CARD 101

accessible for students, it will
be for all student organizations
as well, to sell their items and
colleci donations,
According to the Office of
Campus Involvement, there is
no charge for student organizations for processing the BGI
card or the use of the equipment, which the office will
provide.
Along with this use for student organizations, the groups
will be able 10 have immediate BCl ess to the money raised
with detailed records being
produced to assist in future
lundraising.
"(Ine important thing is that

Get infoimed about the new policies and
uses of your student ID Here are some
important things to know
■ B'G and Bursarables end for students
on May 4.2007.
■ Students already have BGI Cards on
their ID cards,
■ BGI Card is available for students to
use at participating off-campus stores.
■ BGl Card requires funds be available
in students stored value, essentially a
debit card.
■ Students can put money on card via
fax. mail or at two account management center machines (Union and Rec
Center).
Source; Beyond Bursarables Project Office.

Students have been involved
from the stall, in terms of preparations for planning and such

and this is what the students
wanted," Hell said.

St. Aloysius
Catholicthurch
We're on the corner of Summit & Clough St.

y

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

First

Presbyterian
Church

We invite you to worship with us
and look forward to meeting you soon!

Bowling Green

c til a**1*"

aa.r
PEACE LLTHERAN

vie*

L

*

CHURCH

1028 PEARL ST
BOWLING GREEN.OHIO

Worship 10:00 a.m. Sundays
126 S. Church Street, B.
(419)352-5176
www.bgpresb.org

419-352-0241

AWWffcACI* MUNCrlt
CREATING
CHRIST-CONNECTED
COMMUNITY

" v

RAOITIONAI

MHOS WCLCOMf MIRr- EVERVONC:

IbTHE ALLIANCE

Welcome Students
Faculty

Worship With Us

JMAIIHIW

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

'-1 rs

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(Disciples of Christ)
Husk ins at I'oe Road. Bowling Green
419-354-3989
» « w.wcnet.org/wfccbg

ST. THOMAS MORE)
UNIVERSITY PARISH
SenmgtheGuhdicl

iBGSl

<*<*

Voice: 419.352.3623
Email: office@bgalliance.org
Web: www.bgalliance.org

• Weekend liturgies - Sol. 5p.m.; Sun. 10 & Noon, 7:00p.m.
• Socroment of Retonciliotion ■ 4:15-4:45 Soturday,
oi by appointment.

425 Thurstin Ave 4I9-V52-7555

10A.M. Discipleship Hour

Pastor Larry Whatley

Tuesdays
7P.M. Bible Study

Wednesdays
7P.M. Women's Bible Study
7P.M. Kid's Point Ministries

1234

N

INSIDE

MAIN

THE

STREET

WOODLAND MALL
BG

•

419

373.0144

First United Methodist Church

SLGOMES Y©0!
SUNDAY WORSHIP

BELONG
BELIEVE
t

BECOME

\

WEDNESDAY EVENING
5:15 Worship
6:00 Dinner
7:00 Classes

Volunteer Service:

• Opportunity to tutor • Service in soup kitchens
• Involvement in social justice issues, etc.

www.lurningpoinfbg.org

LOCATED

Bowling Green Alliance Church

9:00 Contemporary Worship
10:00 Sunday School (all aaes)
11:00 Traditional Worship
Across from McDonald Dorm Parking Lot

Sundays
,, A M Wor^ip Celebration

rpcc9wcnet.org

1161 Napoleon Road

Worship - 10:45 a.m.

At/A™ M<mm

->8:l.S-20

Please join us at:
1526 East Wooster St.
Bowling Sreen OH 43402
419-353-0682
wrww.fumcbgo.org

kle want to k jour |anu(tj MJ (rein tane.
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
315 S. College Drive
419.353.9305
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
BIBLE STUDY ■ WORSHIP -SERVICES - AND MUCH MORE
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Lamb of God will bring
the wrath of metal with
Trivium and Machinehead

Catch the vibe?
Women are buzzing over sex toy parties

to head banging fans at
Headliners. Doors open at
7 p.m. and tickets are $22 in
advance at any Ticketmaster
outlet.

By Emily Ripp*
Reporter

That Takes Ovaries!
is a grassroots campaign to
empower women. The event
will feature an open mic
night and a fundraiser with
a suggested donation of S3
that will assist the Women's
Studies Dept. in adopting a
house in New Orleans. The
event starts at 7 p.m. at the
Black Swamp Pub.

Andy Warhol film
series will feature the film.
"Outer and Inner Space."
which is the first piece
Warhol completed with
double projection. This can
be viewed at the University
of Toledo Lab Theater at
7:30 p.m. for $3.

SATURDAY

Take Action
Tour featuring
Red Jumpsuit
Apparatus along with
Emery. A Static Lullaby.
Scary Kids Scaring Kids and
Kaddisfly will rock hard for a
cause at Headliners. Doors
open at 6 p.m. and tickets
are $15 in advance or $20 at
the door. 10 percent of sales
go to the Youth America
Hotline.

BFA Senior Thesis
Exhibition will showcase
the talents of University
students. The event takes
place in the Student Union

Neon colored vibrators; strawberry scented lubricants; gels that eliminate the gag
reflex; and edible body powder sold with
a feather applicator. Men are afraid to suggest these things. Women gasp at the very
thought of them.
But with the growing popularity of sex
toy parties from companies like Pure
Romance, such products as Sensations (a
warming lube) and X-Scream (a heightener for both men and women) are becoming everyday household items, sold in a
similar fashion to Tupperware.
"1 was that woman, afraid to talk about
my body in front of complete strangers,"
said Dawn Buck, a consultant for Pure
Romance. "My cousin begged me for
weeks to come to her party, and when I
finally agreed, my whole world changed."
Buck has been a part-time Pure Romance
consultant for over three years. She says it
is her responsibility to help others become
more comfortable with their bodies. Buck
works in the medical field during the day,
helping the elderly and
terminally ill. On
the weekends, she
educateswomen
on ways to
enhance their
sex lives.
"The
best part
about
this
job
is

being able to help someone with a question
they just couldn't get answered," Buck said.
"The more women learn about what they
enjoy, the more they can communicate with
their partners, which helps relationships."
From experience, Buck understands why
women might be hesitant before attending
their first sex toy party.
"Once they realize it's not going the
way they visualized it, women get more
comfortable," Buck said. "They see it's laid
back. It's not dirty or tacky. It is informative
and educational"
Buck says that the company's goal is to create a safe and comfortable place for women
to go to purchase their intimate items.
"It's different from an adult bookstore
where the man behind the counter would
not be able to tell you if something works,"
Buck said. "Nor do many people want to
ask the man that kind of question in the
first place."
Like many sex toy consultants, Buck does
as much as she can to make her clients feel
more secure. She "feels out the crowd" by
playing games with them.
Katie Watkins attended her first Pure
Romance party last month. At first she
felt strange about shopping seriously for
sex products.
"As much as it is fun and crazy, it's very
personal," Watkins said. "I didn't want to purchase sex toys in front of people I didn't
know."
Watkins' consultant Jennifer Davis had
the girls play a game to get them more
comfortable with the idea and ease their
hesitant nerves.
"We were asked to throw around a
double-sided dildo," Watkins said. "1 wish
someone had warned me about that one.
It was floppy."
But playing hot potato with a double-sided
dildo seemed to do the trick, and by the
end of the. night, Watkins left with a vanillascented heightener.
"It tastes good, it smells good and it does
the job." Watkins said.
Watkins plans to attend more sex toy
parties, but does not see herself as a
future consultant.
"It's not for everyone," Buck said.
"For example, my daughter would
not do it for any amount of money
because she is too shy. However,
I do recommend it if you like
to help others and are serious
about the job."
According to Buck, being a
Pure Romance consultant is a
lot of hard work, yet extremely
rewarding.
"You get back as much as
you put into it," Buck said.
"Someday I might even rum
to it as my full-time job."

E-Harmony improves
chances to find love
By St«phani« Spencer
Reporter

Click.
That's it. According to el tarmony.com, this single click
could lead users on the primrose path to their perfect eromance. Whether the perfect
match is prince charming or a
prostitute with a heart of gold
is up to the user.
Launched in 2000, el larmony.
com claims to have matched
thousands of people who have
remained in committed relationships, some even leading to
marriage. The first step is the
personality profile, a thorough
survey polling users on their values, interests and lifestyles.
But unlike its competitors.
eHarmony has started its own
research lab to try to explain the
phenomena of their compatibility test. Are their users truly desperate un-dateables holed up
in their apartments or regular
people who simply can't find the
time to go out? Questions like
these and also the reality of how
compatible an Internet match
service can be are to be extensively researched and studied by
these real live "love doctors."
lance Jones, instructor of psy-

chologyaswellasthe University's
Human Sexuality class, is not as
convinced by these online dating services because of the limited research within the field.
"The Information Age has
changed the lace of dating,
almost as soon as you get the
idea for research, more technology develops," he said. "The
problem is that it's just not a
whole lot of data. I have some
concerns on how they measure attitude/value similarity
because values and proximity
are the two variables that can
predict compatibility,'' he said.
lones also spoke about how
difficult it can be for graduate
students to find potential relationships due to their heavy
course load and confessed that
many graduate students In the
department have started an
Internet dating profile. Some
of the students participate out
of simple curiosity while others
may be In it for the long haul.
One graduate student In lones'
department is proof that there
is some merit in these online
dating services, admitting thai
she met her long term boyfriend
because of her Internet profile.
See NET LOVE I Paqe 8

"Star Fox: Command"
brings back glory days
By Greg Miller
Reporter

"Star Fox: Command" for the
Nintendo DS will bring many
gamers back to the glory days
of "Star Fox 64." Once again you
take control of Fox McCloud
and 14 other characters from
the Star Fox universe in this
arcade flight shoot-'em-up.
This time around, the Star
Fox squadron is broken up and
scattered across the galaxy,
and an evil force known as the
Anglar Army has started taking
over the Lylat System. Fox must
unite his team and defeat the
Anglar forces.
The combat in "Star Fox:
Command" takes place in a3-D,
all-terrain mode environment.
The graphics rival the Nintendo
64's capabilities; they are quite
impressive for a handheld.
"Star Fox: Command" is a
stylus-controlled game; you
can drag the stylus across the
screen to your ship or tap buttons on the touchscreen to pull
off many fun, aerodynamic
maneuvers. The controls are
very solid and accurate.
The addition of an overwork]
map to the Star Fox series gives

"Star Fox:
Command"
s an old school
revival for the
Nintendo DS

it a strategy element. You have
to draw flight paths for your
starfighters with the goal of
encountering and engaging
enemy forces, all the while
keeping enemies from destroying your flagship. The overworld map is almost a game
within itself.
The only noticeable problem in combat is the time
limit, which carries on from
battle to battle on a given
level. If you are too slow to
complete battles in the beginning of a level, you will have a
devil of a time defeating the
later enemies and boss.
Other than that minor problem, "Star Fox: Command" is
a highly enjoyable game. The
addictive gameplay, gripping
story, nine different unlockable endings and classic Star
Fox characters come together
to form a package well worth
the $35 retail price.

Art Gallery from 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. A reception will follow
the event from 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m.

SUNDAY

Online communities
exposed: Facebook
By Mclind.i Jacobi
Reporter

Nine Planets and
counting will answer the
important questions in life
such as, "Was Pluto REALLY
a planet?" The show will
begin in the planetarium at
7:30 p.m.

THEY SAID IT

"My love life is
terrible. The last
time I was inside a
woman was when I
visited the Statue of
Liberty."
Woody Abi|Ccmed»i

No matter a person's location,
beliefs or lifestyle, one thing
is almost always true: People
are interested in the lives of
other people.
Proof of this is everywhere:
"People" magazine, celebrity
gossip Web sites, cults following reality TV shows and soap
operas' abilities to sucker people in to watching even staged
lives of imaginary characters.
Within recent years, this
love of people has been able to
evolve more and more as the
Internet has offered increased
resources for the human interest in all of us. It has offered the
world another medium of which
they can meet new people, find
old friends and enjoy new communities that once would have
been impossible.
One of the most popular
forms of "people watching"
online are profile creation sites
such as Facebook.
Facebook, a site that started as an online version of a
Harvard yearbook-like publication, has become a phenomenon with its expansion in the

online world and its entrance
into the lives of people, especially students across the
nation — and the globe.
Facebook offers people the
ability to create a profile, listing
contact information, personal
information as well as the ability to post pictures and notes for
their friends to read. Along with
all these features, Facebook
naturally has another aspect to
it: the addiction factor.
Tess Hamilton, a Facebook
user and student at Ashland
University, is an avid user of
Facebook.
"Sometimes it seems to get
time consuming and interrupts my life." Hamilton said.
"Though I think that's more my
fault than anyone else's!"
Hamilton is just one of many,
self-entitled"FacebookAddicts"
out there.
"It's a fun way to communicate with family and friends
you don't get to see everyday
and just to stay in touch with
friends with just a short hello,"
Hamilton said.
However, not all students
have been completely mesmerS« FACEBOOK | Page 8
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Students fight back with
high pitched ring tone
As the sound waves entered
ihe students ears, ihey began lo

By Emily Rjppe

'

cringe.

Listen lor ii. lint it you're over
in. studies have shown you rani
heai n.
\nd if you do til In the under
30 demographic, yon mighi not
warn to listen anyway
"It" refers toasound generated
h\ the Mosquito - an ultrasonic
teenage deterrent invented in
2005b) Howard Stapleton.
According to Stapleton. the
product is called the Mosquito
because it is relatively small
and very annoying, just like the
insci i itself.

stapleton's original idea was
inspired when storeowners in
the United Kingdom complained
about pesky inns loitering outside of their businesses and
annoying othet i ustomers.
He pitched the idea to
his company Compound
Securit) Systems, and now The
Mosquito is one ol their most
celebrated products.
I he

Mosquito's

tone's

are

broadcast at 7"i decibels, and the
high frequency annoys everyone
under the age ol 30, while simultaneous!) not affecting middleaged adults.
Man)

people

on

the

i Iniversitys campus were skeprJ
i al ol ihe Mosquitos power to
only be heard l>\ younger ears,
hnt an experiment hel|xil prove
the products validity
20 people were exposed to the
noise, and hall ol them were students under 2~h the other hall
consisted of older community
members,

'Il's a pitching screech," said
liebecca Maenle. "And it makes
me feel uncomfortable."
Meanwhile, staff members and
(acuity remained unaffected.
"I always thought I had good
hearing, are you sure the volume
is up high enough?" asked reference librarian Mary keil. who
stated that she was wefl over 30.
The final results of the experiment showed thai everyone
under 30, including a woman
whose thirtieth birthday is next
week could hear the noise and
nobody over that age heard a
single screech.
Ihe reason for this is a phenomenon called prcsliyciisis —
age related hearing loss -which
affects the ability to hear high
frequencies,
Siaplelons Mosquito earned
him a Nnlx'l IVace Prize at
Harvard in October, Each year,
ten recipients win an award for
achievements that "first make
[Miiplc laugh, then make people
think." He was nominated for
several reasons.
Not only did the Mosquito
make people think abOUl a noise
that can't lie heard by a large percentage of the population) hut
it goi the younger generation
— Ihe one's Ixing shunned awa\
from businesses and parking lots
- thinking pretty hard. They
thought about how ihey could
tun) this awful noise into something useful (or themselves
Some teens in Birmingham
got a hold of the sound, and

"I always thought I
had good hearing,
are you sure the
volume is up high
enough?"
M :■. ''cl! Librarian

downloaded it as a ring tone for
their cell phones. They called it
Teen Buzz'' and Students in the
U.K. and America started using
the Mosquito's high frequency
tone as a ringer for their text
message alerts during classes
when tile teachers were loo old
to hear the buzz.
Stapleton viewed Ihe unauthorized use of the sound as an
infringement on his intellectual property rights because his
invention was lieing used, while
he received no profit.
lust when the hanle between
ihe young and ostracized verses
ihe old and hearing impaired
seemed like il couldn't gel any
worse. Stapleton and (/impound
Security's marketing manager,
Simon Morris, decided the company should put a copyright on
the ringlone as well.
\ Ic irris told the New York Times
thai the company was receiving
a lot of publicity over the pirated
ringtone, hut they were not getting any profit.
ITius came the advent of the
Mosquitotone. which according to employees at Compound
Security is "the authentic

Mosquito ring tone."

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!
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While wanting to remain
anonymous, she was surprised about the amount of
questions dealing with personal religious beliefs.
With questions asking
about spirituality and organized religion lones says thai
cultural differences are just
as important when working
with hit-or-miss odds.
"Sometimes a couple can
work if they have different
views jusi because of their
similarities lin other areas),
but sometimes even the cultural identities aren't there.
In theory, it should be able
to help and has potential,''
he said.
As personal it y tests become
more involved and Internet
profiles more detailed, the
effarmony.com lab technicians will have their work cut
out for them with the Introduction of their new research
facility.

I-Tunes top
downloads for
March 13
MCT

Top 10 songs on iTunes
Music Store for March 13:
1. "This Is Why I'm Hot."
Mims
2. "Glamorous." Fergie
3. "This Ain't a Scene, It's an
Arms Race." Fall Out Boy

Houses for Rent:

H9Troup
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
7ii2' 2Sixth
704 Sixth
704' 2 Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
K39 fourth St.

Am
agement
Charlcstovtn Apts.

710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

4. "Don't Matter." Akon
5. "Girlfriend." Avril Lavigne
6. "Cupid's Chokehold." Gym
Class Heroes
7. "Glamorous (explicit version)." Fergie
8. "The Sweet Escape." Gwen
Stefani
9. "It' Not Over." Daughtry

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

10. "Break It Off." Rihanna
and Sean Paul
For more informxon. please visit the ilunes
Web We a wmnpple.com/itunes/.

ized by Facebook.
"I check Facebook maybe
twice a day if I'm bored. I'll surf
il and see what my friends are
up to," Dave Abel, a student at
NYU, said. "But I know a lot of
people out there that are a lot
worse off than me," he joked.
Although most join lo keep
in touch with friends, some students also join to keep track of
school organizations, such as
Esther Van Ginneken, a student
at the University of Utrecht in
the Netherlands.
"My friends said I should
join," Ginneken said. "Many
people |al Ulrechtl talk about
Facebook and even the committees (organizations! have
groups there, so I thought I
should have look."
Dustin Meadows, a popular
culturestudentattheUniversity,
joined for similar reasons.
"I use Facebook as a means to
keep in touch with old friends
and sometimes to discover new
ones with similar interests,"
said Meadows. "Aside from the
fact that Facebook has become
something of a tool for stalking,
I generally like il."
Facebook is more than just a
medium for friends to check up
on each other, but for some il's
a place for political and social
statements. Not just global
issues — but Facebook dramas
as well.
Take Abel for example. He is
the founder of the group "I'm
More Than Mildly Concerned
Facebook.com Is Monitoring
My Every Move." Abel's group is
a forum for people to talk about
issues dealing with privacy, the
government and of course the
infamous Facebook.
"I created the group because
my friend from Arizona sent
me a link i he link that's on the
Facebook group's pre ill Ic! and it
blew me away," Abel explained.
The link Abel talks about
(htip://wwvv.commongroundcommonsense.org/forums/
lofiversion/index.php/t34949.
html) is a link to an article on
how companies with a focus on
collecting information about
people, funded Facebook at
one point,
"I didn't really have any sort
of vendetta against Facebook
or anything," he said. "I just felt
like it ihe article! was something that people need to see,
read, or know about."
However, despite the shock
he experienced from the article,
Abel never thought the group
would get so big, as it now
reaches over 700 members.
"I never thought that people
from other schools that I didn't
know would start to join it,"
Abel said.
Even though he takes the
article and group seriously,
Abel feels that a lot of groups
on Facebook cannot be taken
seriously.
"If you look at the groups on
my list, it's nothing that can
really be taken seriously. I mean
... can anything really be taken
seriously on Facebook?" he
said.
-.-I

And dealing with the issue
of "seriousness" on Facebook
comes the issue of who is "seriously" your friend or not. Always
a topic of hot debate within the
communities is "to friend or not
to friend."
The term "Facebook friend"
has come up for people within
a user's Friends List that a user
doesn't know — but was randomly requested to be "friends"
— usually for the purpose of
the requester to gather as many
"friends" as possible.
Although some people enjoy
seeing how many "friends"
they can collect, others like
Ginneken feel differently.
"I don't see the point inadding
people I barely knowas friends,"
Ginneken said. "So I only have
real friends as friends."
There are other sites out
there besides Facebook, such as
MySpace, but amongst collegestudents, Facebook is (he more
popular of the two. Generally
MySpace is viewed as being
younger in nature — part due to
the openness of the site, as well
as the ability lo individualize
a user's page to contain graphics, music and pictures that
suit your personality — while
Facebook focuses more on
information and communities.
As far as community on
these sites, most agree that one
of the most interesting factors
is the ability to meet people
from all over.
"I think Facebook is a great
medium for conversation as
well as meeting new people. I
know, I came to NYU a whole
hell of a lot less nervous about
college because I had talked to
a few people over the summer
via 'the book." Abel said.
However, at the same lime,
many have hesitations with
the way this impersonal form
of communication is overrunning society.
"It's getting kinda bad. People
rely on Facebook to gel in touch
with one another, wish each
other a happy birthday," Abel
explained. "It's kind of destroying the whole 'telephone conversation' or 'writing a letter,'
but I guess that could be said for
the Internet in general."
"It's such an easy way to communicate with people that it's
often easier lo just leave a note
to someone about something
or another and not find them in
person," Hamilton said.
However, she feels Facebook
does open up doors to meet
people from outside a local
community.
"The main people we talk to
are usually our close friends,
and since they are close friends
for a reason we usually find the
time to see them face to face,"
Hamilton said. "Facebook is
often used as an initiative to
meet someone, friend ihem,
then possibly meet or something. So in the end it's a bit of
both good and bad."
Is the Internet killing our
social and personal skills?
Perhaps only time will be able
to tell, but until then, for those
concerned, I'm sure there will
be a Facebook group about it
soon — unless of course there
is one already.

"Cleaning up the vast wasteland ol Rock N Roll!'

ELECTRjCAMlSH
•■Black Bonnet Girls"

™d on

as h

the
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show

"

"Heathen"
"Barn Jo Be Wild"

Ritz Theatre
30 South Washington St
Tiffin, OH 44883
419-448-8544
800-586-7382
www.iitzthealie.oig s
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Office Hours:
Monday - Friday
8:30A;.' - 7PM
Saturday
10AM-4PM

Sunday
12PM-4PM

No Application, No Administration Fee, No Deposit!
(Savings of $225)

iNcmrs APA*TM£A/T$
Leasing up fast for Fall 2007
TM

877.819.6802
7CMI Napolaon Rd. Bowling Oman ■ www.oo—u.pTKwb.oom

As wn on Oprah. MTV, ABC. NIC, HBO, The Bee & Tom Show. 6«*S*v

The Heartland's Funniest Dads In a
hUartous celeofatton of modem parenthood
Dm Duflwi - Brad TaaaelI - Kevln Burke

\

MUM ■ Rock • Origlno*
Featuring: "Tilt Frttkrtttt'
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WOMEN'S B BALL
Help send the
Falcons off in style
Come support the team as
they head off to East Lansing
this afternoon at Anderson
Arena. Fans are invited to be
there as the team leaves for
the NCAA Championships.
The bus will depart at
approximately 3:50 p.m. from
the north end of Anderson
Arena.

w

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball:
Lemoyne-Owen; 2:50 p.m.
Softball:
Speedline Tournament

TOMORROW
Baseball:
Evansville; 1 p.m.
Softball:
Speedline Tournament

i?*P&;

SUNDAY
Women's basketball:
Oklahoma State: 2:50 p.m.
Baseball:
Ball State; 2:50 p.m.
Softball:
Speedline Tournament
Tennis:
Wright State: 9:50 a.m.

JASON HENTMER

D5JJ

OUR CALL
On the way up
Favorites: Upsets are
what make this
tournament
beautiful
- hopefully beauty
restored in day two.

be

On the way down
Cinderellas: Wil
George Mason
pass those glass
slippers down?

By Chayse Held
Reporter

The List
While favorites dominated
yesterday's games, here are
five teams that will look to
reverse that trend in todays
NCAA Tournament action:

I.Winthrop:

Seniors get last chance
at tournament win

■

seed is the top defensive
rebounding team in the
country and lost only four
games, all to tough, out of
conference competition.

2. Albany: The
American East Champions
gave Connecticut all it could
handle last year and will look
to seal the deal this time
when they face Virginia.

The drama that is March
Madness will be playing
out this Sunday for the
BG women's basketball
team as die Falcons look
to advance out of the
first round of the NCAA
tournament against a
resurgent Oklahoma
State (cam.
BG (29-31, coming
off its third consecutive
Mid-American
Conference regular
season and tournament championships.
hopes to complete the
resumes of the most
successful senior class
in school history by getting the group its first
win in the Big Dance.

"lust to be in the
NCAA tournament is
always exciting because
it gives us a chance to
prove who we are as a
team and what we can
da" said senior forward
Megan Thorbum. "Our
goal is to win a game
and go past the first
round because as a
senior class we haven't
done that."
lb advance to the second round. BG will have
to get past an Oklahoma
•State (20-10) team that
turned around a 6-22
overall and 0-16 record
in the Big 12 last season
to earn its first invitation to the NCAA tournament since 1996.
See B-BALL | Page 10

Ali Mann leaves her mart
on BG record books
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

Ali Mann is second In
school hisu>r\ 'in scoring
and fourth in rebound
big. She's the Co Mill
\merican Conference
Itiver of the Year and
was named to the AllIbumamcnt Team. She
is the only player in
school history to score
1,600 points and pull
down 1100 rebounds.
She's only had 21 games
in her career in which
she's not scored in double figures.
Ihat doesn't matter to

STATE

Tip: 2:30 p.m.
Location: East
Lansing, Mich.
Game shown on ESPN

her right now though.
"Further down the
line it'll he great to

'-- -

come back here and see
my name on some of

those charts and watch
younger kids come and
pass me up." Mann said
during a weekly press
conference on Feb. 23.
"That will Ix.' fun, but
tight now it's all about
the team."
The BG women's basketball team controls
their own destiny for
the rest of this season.
One of the best players
In school history knows
her next loss will be
her last. That could hewhy she's not loo worricd about her personal
accomplishments.
"Right now, learn
glory is the Ix-sl part
about this ride. You
could still have all those
See MANN | Page II

3. Long Beach
State: This 12 seed scored
over 86 ppg in conference
this season and will face a
Tennessee team that almost
fell victim to a 15 seed one
year ago.
4. Holy Cross: After a
four-year tournament hiatus,
they broke out of the Patriot
League behind conference
POY Keith Simmons.

5. Illinois: A lot of
people say Illinois doesn't
deserve to be in the
tournament. There was a
team people said that about
last year to - its name was
(
George Mason.

BG heads south for third
straight tournament
By Jordan Cravens
Reporter

Continued improvement is the
key to success for the women's
Softball team this weekend as
they compete in the Speedline
Tournament at the University
of Southern Florida.
The Falcons (10-3) will be led
by the triple-threat pitching
attack of Hayley VViemer, Emily
Gouge and Sharon Palma.
Wiemer, who was named
the MAC East Division player
of the week and MVP of the

I

Charleston Southern tournament, has been dominating
both on the mound and at the
plate with a 1.84 ERA and a
.389 batting average and will
be vital to the team's success.
From themound.Gouge looks
to add on to her a I ready impressive performance throwing a
no-hitter and being just one
walk away from a perfect game
against St. Bonaventure in last
week's action.
Gouge (4-1) leads the pitchSee SOFTBALL | Page 11

Indians GM Shapiro gets extension
By Tom Withars
The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. —
General manager Mark Shapiro
agreed yesterday to a five-year
contract extension through the
2012 season with the Cleveland
Indians, a team he has dismantled and rebuilt into a playoff
contender.
Shapiro was only signed
through this season — his sixth
as Cleveland's GM — beforeworking out a new deal with
president Paul Dolan.
"We are extremely pleased
with the leadership, direction, passion and pride Mark
has instilled in tht* Cleveland

|
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Mark
Shapiro
Signed five-year
extension as
Indians GM

Indians organization," Dolan
said in a statement. "It's crucial for Mark to remain in this
executive role to ensure the continued success of the Cleveland
Indians franchise."
Shapiro's duties will remain
the same. There had been speculation that his role with the
club might expand.
Shapiro, who finalized the
contract during spring training,

had signed a two-year extension
in 2004.
The 40-year-old Shapiro
has been the driving force
behind the Indians' resurgence in the Al..
In 2002. with the Indians
unable to contend and rebuild
simultaneously. Shapiro traded
top pitcher Bartolo Colon to the
Montreal Expos for outfielder
GradySizemore. pitcher ClifTLee
and infielder Brandon Phillips.
The deal signaled the beginning of Shapiro's massive reconstruction of the Indians, who
had been one baseball's top
franchises since 1995. winning
six Al. Central titles and two
pennants under GM lohn I lart
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Every Friday, we ask you about the issues affecting sports today

rrom

BGSU Greeks
would like to

wish the Lady Falcons

G ■ ■■ LUCK

in the
NCAA Championships
Beat the Cowboys!

Greek
CHEER

The Cowgirls are led by senior
forward Rashidat Sadiq with
12.8 points per game and Big 12
freshman of the year, point guard
Andrea Riley.
OSU made a good case for NCAA
inclusion with an 8-8 conference
record, including going 6-0 against
the Big 12's North schools.
"Oklahoma State is very talented,
and we knew they would be coming out of the Big 12." said BG coach
Curt Miller. "They've certainly had
a big turnaround and belong in the
tournament."
Adding to the excitement for the
Falcons is the fact that team will
be playing its opening and possible
second round game close to home
on the campus of Michigan State
University.TwooflheFalcons' senior
starters, Ali Mann (Chelsea, Mich.)
and Thorburn (Mason. Mich.I, are
Michigan natives. Freshman Tara
Breske (Temperance, Mich.) also
hails from the state of Michigan.
This close proximity for the BG
team, according to Miller, can be
both a good and a bad thing.
"The great thing is the fans can
travel up there, the bad news is
everybody is in contact with us and
hounding us for tickets with the
masses that are going to be traveling up there. We just have to keep
our team focused on what we need
to do to win the game," Miller said.
BG, a seven seed, would face the
winner of two-seed Vanderbilt and
15-seed Delaware State if they beat
Oklahoma State on Sunday.
Tip-off for the game with the
Cowgirls is at 2:30 p.m. and will be
shown on ESPN.

What do

YOU think?

As a fan, what's your favorite month to
watch sports?
Sarah Derga. Sophomore

"March, for March Madness even though I
suck at brackets!"

Tony Giamel, Freshman
"November because of the Ohio State vs.
Michigan game."

Megan Hughey. Freshman
"February because of the Superbowl."

Bud Wolfram, Junior
"March for March Madness. It's the most
important tournament in all of sports. Go
North Carolina!"

Cavs' Pollard apologizes for "bad joke"
CLEVELAND (AP).- Cavaliers
center Scot Pollard said he was
only joking when he looked
into the camera during a
game Sunday and said, "Hey
kids, do drugs."
The Cavaliers didn't find it
funny.
"We have spoken with Scot
and certainly do not condone
his actions," general manager
Danny Ferry said in a statement Wednesday. "Me regrets
his mistake, using inappropriate
humor, particularly when he has
always been very involved in the

"It was a bad joke.
That's all it boils
down to."
Scot Poliard I Lavaliers Center
community, projecting positive
messages to our youth. We will
handle the issue internally."
Pollard, who has played in
only 17 games this season, was
silting on the bench in street
Clothes duringa20-second timeout when he made the remark.

"It was a bad joke," Pollard
said. "That's all it boils down to.
There are a number of things
people could say about it, but it
just turned out it was a bad joke.
Obviously. I don't believe that."
Rich Harsar of Lorain said
he was at home watching the
game with his 11-year-old
son, Mason, when the camera
panned to Pollard.
Harsar said Pollard initially
made a few funny faces and then
made the comment. Harsar said
his son turned to him and asked
if Pollard had really said that.

THE FALCON

SEND OFF
AS THEY LEAVE FOR THE

NCAA TOURNAMENT
Mini END OF ANDERSON ARENA
BE THERE BY 3:15
BUSES LEAVE 3:30

Office

Campus,
involve ment
DMSOMOI Student Altars
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MANN
From Page 9
numbers and this team could be a sub-.500 team,"
Mann said.
Team glory has definitely been had by the
Falcons. They are 101-24 since Mann arrived on
campus. Her leadership has led them to their
third straight NCAA Tournament berth. This
season, they are a No. 7 seed, the highest ever by
a MAC team.
Mann grew up in Chelsea, Mich, which is less
than an hour away from the Falcons' first-round
location, the Breslin Center at Michigan State.
"This is unbelievable. There are a million people who will be talking about this game, calling
me and asking me how they can get tickets,"
Mann said. "They know East i^nsing is right up
the road, and 1 bet a lot of them will be there to
help cheer us on."
Mann has definitely made her mark on BG's
record books. Her coach tries not to be blasphemous when he mentions her in the same
breath as one of the most prolific players in the
program's history.
"There's definitely that side of me that thinks
she should be in the same sentence with Jackie
Motycka." said BG coach Curt Miller.
Motycka scored a school-best 2,122 points in
her career at BG and finished with an average of
18 points per game. She shot 52 percent from the
field and before this season, she led the program
in games started. She earned First team All-MAC
honors every year she was at BG. Motycka also
came close to the 1,600 point/800 rebound club.
She pulled down 797 boards in her career.
BG's record while she wason the team was96-23.
The Falcons made their only second round appearance in the NCAA Tournament during Motycka's
senior year.
It's a resume that sounds strikingly familiar to
Mann's.
"When you talk in the history of women's basketball at Bowling Green now because of not only
team success but individual success that those
are the two names that are consistently being
brought up for the best player in program history."
Miller said.
Mann's influence goes beyond the wins and

SOFTBALL
From Page 9

ing staff with a 1.41 ERA and 55
strikeouts, followed closely by
Wiemer (4-2) and Raima, who
has a 2.25 ERA and has posted a
record of 2-0 on the mound,
leanine Baca has also been

n

statistics. She has an effect on recruiting
PHOTOILLUSTRATION BY C01IN WIISON
as well.
PHOTO BY JASON KNTNER
"I knew coming in that I was
going to get to battle with someone like her every day at practice," said freshman Sarah
Clapper, who plays the same
position as Mann. "It wasn't like
I was going to get a lot of playing
time because of all the talent
playing ahead of me, but it
was just the experience."
Experience is something
that Mann earned through
her four years at BG. She
played all 125 games at
BG and missed just two
starts, onedue to injury
and the other — the
first game of her
freshman year.
"Her consistency
is so key and the
other thing that
you never really
blow Is durability," Miller said.
"Ali is there
each and every
day. That's just
unbelievable."
The most important thing Mann has
developed at BG is her intensity. The
constant Fire that Mann displays on
the court is hard for any opponent to
match. Her teammates love when she
gets fired up.
"You can't even describe her intensity,'
Clapper said. "It fires everybody up. She can
turn the game around with her reactions."
Now that Mann's days are numbered at BG,
the program and the rest of (he MAC knows what
lies ahead.
"She's the kind of a player that isgoing to be tough
to replace," said Miami coach Maria Fantanarosa.
But there is no doubt that she left a lasting
impression on everyone who's seen her play, especially Miller.
"Without question I think she's a future 1 lall-ofFamer."

productive at the plate hatting
.375 and leading the team with
15 hits.
The Falcons are coming off
two tournament championships
in a row. and will face the likes
of (ieorge Mason, Chattanooga,
and Florida International in the
Speedline tournament's pool
play.Asa team, the Falcons have
14 home runs and a batting

average of .258.
"Offensively we need to continue to grow and attack pitches. Defensively, we need to take
care of the ball." said BG roach
Shannon Salsburg.
1 lome runs have been a large
part of the team's offense with
Wiemer, Allison Vallas, Ashley
Zirkle, leanine Baca. and Carry
Riepenhoff all taking it hard for
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the team this season.
"We don't talk about home
runs, we talk about hitting the
center of the ball." said Salsburg
who holies to leave fewer runners stranded on base than they
have in previous games.
Bti begins pool play today at
10 a.m. against George Mason
University, and will compete in
bracket play March 17 and 18.

Mining

Jrtning

Jeremy Culpepper

Dj Diamond D. lee

Ml • 419-5724977
TT» Ml N*w\ will not kno-tntcly ««rin jthti
IMnml, ihjt illwiimliialr. „i encouiast <l«trimlii.niui .Rain" .111, lmliv.du.1 of Kioup
on Ihr b*»i, ol 1*. •*, .1 l..i. ,i,«l H-HKK*-.
iMiion.il nrlKln. Mual otMfiMdOn. dsanssJC
■MUtH | '.III'MII
11 Hi. Ii.ii. HI mi . iili, 1
I.K.ill, 1111,11* ii tl -1.1111.

Night

Afternoon

Bancroft

/

NB3 leatunig

L^jk

Niclr Brownell

Campus Events

*** HOU^

BGSU KENYA 5K BENEFIT RUN
Race against AIDS. April 21. 2007
REGISTER TODAY! 419-378-0356

V

Personals

*3JS5 <^ J> <S

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
BG S BEST
STUFFED BREADSTICKS
352-9638

-There will be a co»er charge for the liands-

Wanted
2 males looking tor 1 male rmte.
$275 mo. plus util. Apt. on Main St..
downtown 330-205-0172.

GRILL ■ SUSHI ■ AMERICAN CHINESE & MONGOLIAN FOOD

ALL YOU CAN EAT

GO FIRST CLASS
NIGHT

SHOW YOUR
BGSU II) AND
GET 10% OFF

Preferred
Properties Co.

ri u ■ i■

LUNCH BUFFET $5.75

www. preterredpropertiesco com

Children 3-10: S3.00

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
•
•

Sl« II

Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts.(*wiio»n)
Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovated"
• Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
, .
see our website or
call for more details

I I II I I

DINNER BUFFET $7.95

PARTY TRAYS AVAILABLE

Drink S 1.115 Children .110: S5.00

TEL: (419) 353 1688
FAX: (419) 354-1689

Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night $8.95
SUNDAY All. DAY BUFFET I7.9S
Pick up a card for frequent
dinners Buy 8 Meals get I Free
• — — -ir — — i

1216 N. Main SI. 0101
BOWLING GREEN

HOURS:
Mori

Thurs

Fn & Sat

Jp

—

11:00am to 10 00pm
11:00am to 10.30pm

Sunday: 11:00am to 9:00pm

HOME OF THE "747"
BG's Largest Pizza (18" and 16 ilicei!!!)

$1.00 OFF " $1.00 OFF '

BRUT
UfBKMBU

ANY LUNCH 11 ANY DINNER |

unsi

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

ISOt E. Wooal.r (Oorn.r of M.ro.r * Woo.tar)
Ul MAJOR CREDIT C1RDI ACCEPTED
For complete menu ft special* go to www.campusmonua.com

• 3E

H

Old Town
Old Town .
Buffet " Buffet '

IHI» lirtlNi
llll| iMII'l!
lit E|l*Mfl
•lati

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-12 S 1-4:30 Sat: 10-2
530 S Maple Si. 419-352-9378

E<pires May *■ 2007
COUPON

I

—

CARRYOUT SPECIAL
10% off any order
Si5 or more

Eaptft«May4 2007

II
JL

COUPON

_

_

I ■B N.MafnSt ^HHI
J More Parking & Entrance in Rear

Free Senior Portraits
LAST CHANCE for May/August Grads to be included in The Key Yearbook
March 27 & 28

GRAD FAIR
Multi-Purpose Room
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

■MM

If

12

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING' up to $300 day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800 965 6520 exl 174

ire center now hiring care
givers lor flays, eves . wkends Flex
ing. Send resume or apply in
•o Kidz Watch 580 Craig Dr
Suite 2 Perryshurg OH 43

Summer 2007 Income Opportunity
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business Net
S1200 per week May be used lor internship credit 866-275-2782

Architectural Af si needed who is
proficient in pur- & ink. watercolor
gouache or photoshop computer
renderings P«f8|
Pledge
& speed critical to success. Also
needed person with 3-D Sketch up
CAD or hand drafting skills Contact
tom@howardrendenngs com imaii
to. tQm@howardrendenngs.com>
Looking for people 18 yrs and older
to make a little Wn cash One day
assignment only In Findlay. OH
Must have transportation or car pool
ability Pleast- call Chris l< i
Adecco: 419-352-9675.
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outside with other students
Earn $3000 5000 Advancement opportunities 1-888 277 9787 or
www coliegepro.com
Columbus. OH
YCAMP
We huild str(
strong families stiong cor*v
CAMP COUNSELORS
your summer job early We offer traditional day s»crts
camps (ad. adventu;Soutdocr
June ■ late August Counsel:/
be at least '8 yrs old bilingual
(Spanish Engish) skills ddi I il
Sites available throughout city includ
mg Powell. Worthmgton. Gahanna
Hilhard. Pickenngton. Canal Win
Chester.
Reynoidsburg. Bexiey.
Whitehall. Hilltop. Grove City. Obetz.
6 Cirdeville
EXTENDED CARE
Stall |
needed at most camp loca'
provide care and supervision ol
school-age children before and alter
camp hours (7-9 am and 3-5 pm)
7 ..• wwwymcacolumbusorg ■■
download an application and learn
more Resumes are also accepted
through the address; on the web
site, or call 614-224 1142 to get the
number for a camp director near
your home EOE

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $490!

0. monthly and more
-■ ads online.
www DalaAdEntry.com

-FREE HEAT-

■

Sell Trade Rent
New Or Used
DVD s i Video Games
Game Systems And More
wwwubboacom 419-494 1588
Snack and Soda Locations
Member ol BBB and Chamber
260-347-5840

.

and Resident Advisors Enthusiasm
g young
3 weeks ol work equals up to
S2.000.
Application deadline March 22.
• more into at
. I'bgsu edu

"07-08 Rental 182 odrm apts Go
mg last. 303 E. Merry 6 bflrm 3 liv. 8
tenants. 1030 E. Wooster 5 bdrm. 7
tenants. C. air. All next to campus.
55 Web close to downtn C
353-0325 9am-9pm listing 24.7 316
■udated listing
@cartyrentals.com

Now hiring dancers No experience
12-2279 alter 8 pm.
■

For Rent

I

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY1 '.
teach ait land,
■Boris. Great
Call 888-344-8080

Security position
tilled air
41

07 - '08 Schoi
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more inlo call 419-354-9740.
1 bdrm. $400 mo plus elec. & dep.
9 8 12 mo. leases available. No pels
854 8th St. 419-392-3354.
1 bedroom on 7th St $420 month
No utilities. Available 4-1-07.
419-287-4337

' .1 fun

,-ible. At
'; Supervisors &
Mil pro(ible For more
Il on. call Tim Dunn 419-4091942 or nights 4'9 353-2918
Summer Camp Counselor lor chil' -si have strong
work ethic and he interested in making a difference in the life ol a child
$9 $11 hr. 35 hr.wk. summer only.
5 sites m Summit County. Ohio
Must enioy oulfloor activities. Visit
wwwjkroncyo.org to download an
application Irom the Employment
link EOE

i roommate needed now until May
Campbell Hill $325 mo. * utilities.
21 ) '41 1534
12 month leases starting May 2007
424 S College 3 BR House
$825 . i.til.
605 5th St. - 3 BR Apt
$690
613 5th Si 3 BR House
$825 - util.
422 Summit - 2 BR Ap$630 ♦ gas electric
605 5th St. - 2 BR Apt
$400 . electric water
1028 Klotz - 2 BR Townhouse
$66(
Smith Ap! Rentals
419-352-8917
2 - 3 bdrm houses Avail. 8 15-07.
S825 Dill St.: $900 E Meni
mon. lease Call. 419 308 2406.
2 bdrm. apt 4th St. $525 month .
utilities. Available immediately. 8 lor
fall. Call 419-409-1110.

Summer Job 8 Internship Fair
day. March 21. 11am-3pm
Sludent Union Ballroom
Over 50 companies recruiting*

2 bdrm.. large living rm. Ig bath w
W D. 8th 8 High, upper duplex
Avail. May 2007. $595 mo garage
avail 419-352-8872

/-.or personnel,
i a tun filled at: -e w Ilex, hours. Deia Vu
419-531-0079.

2 bflrm.. large living rm.. util I
WD. lower duplex 8th 8 High.
Avail, immed. or May 2007. $595
mo., garage avail 419-352-8872.

VARllt'MUAItt

□

N

t

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
25
26
32
33
34
40
42

Indian nobility
Ironside'' cops
Cornmeiil d
In pieces
Amazon branch
Within: pref
USMC rank
Bankruptcy
McAn of shoes
Hall-of-famer's digital device?
Videotape mfr.
Borden's Elsie
Too high-strung
ol-lamer's three-po
Musical set in Argentina
Turnpike! u
" Dalloway"
iiron rulers
il confusion
Dove or Donne
art?
Flyer's bill?

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

*fM:
Hvinzsite Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing
prices, & pidjres

;

properly Perform

'

I

Must have a
■ • -'. License. Be able to respond to questions
: psts from irte public and maintain work records using PC
automated work order system and handheld computers P-elerred
Qualifications Working toward a minimum of an Associates Oegree/BS
ilture. Turf Management, Landscape Design, Gieenhouse
Nursery Operat.ons. Urban Forestry, or Environmental Science
ii e and/or course work in urban lorestry, dendrology, woody
plants/iree identification, tree biology, turf management, landscape
design. ,nsc*cis and disease, and environmental science. .
Must be able to work 40 hours/week from late May to August
This is a part-time, temporary position without fringe benefits
Applications will be accepted in the Personnel Department, City of
Bowling Green. 304 N Church Street, Bowling Green, Ohio Monday
- Fr'day Resumes alone are unacceptable For more information
vail the personnel Department at (419)354-6200 E-mail address
BGPersonnel9bgohio.org or go to www.bgohio.org Deadline
for accepting applications is 4 30 p.m. April 6, 2007. AA/EEO
Barbara A Ford
Personnel Director
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See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS
v.pisanellos.com

812 Third St. 2 story. 3 bdrm. 1
bath. $840 a mo. .util. 5 blocks Irom
campus
Private, fenced in backyard Coin WD. Very clean. Avail
Aug. 1st Call Phil 419-392-2812.

Highland Management
l 8 2 bedroom apart.
354-6036
May - Aug lease
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Apts 8 Houses 07 08
419-353-8206
www titerentals.com

House lor rent in Toledo, near Toledo Hospital. 3 bdrm.. 1 bath, full
basement. Ig. fenced yard, pets OK
$1000 mo. 419-376-9396.

236 Troup St 3 bdrm house Available Aug. 1. lor 07-08 school year.
$800 » utilitK
308 1405.
3 bdm house Close to BGSU
Off-street parking. W D. AC. One 2
uhg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug 15. 2007 419I 73.419-601 -3225 (cell).
3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed lor 2007 2008
sen. yr. Please call 419-308 3525.

7th St. 2 Dd'T, unturn $520mo. Free heat, sorry.no pets
5th St, 2 bdrm.. lurn. $510- 530
Summer leases also available
419-352-3445. 9 to 9

AVAILABLE AUG. 15 2007
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E. Reed. 3 bdrm., 2 balh.AC
$1000.
606 5lh St 3 bdrm. 2 bath. AC.$850
443 N Enterprise. 3 bdrm. apt $550
819 N. Summit. 2 bdrm house $400
112 Ridge St. t-2 bdrm. apts $350
CALL 419 308-2458
Duplex
May 7
3 BR.
Contact:

for Summer Lease!
Aug 14 846 7th SI.
2 balh. new clean1
megancw@bgsu.edu

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly semester & yr. long leases.
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless inlernet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.buckeyeinnandsludios.com

apfeftU to Uonkt and very
iWt! in participant*.
Ai.,1 Itepi No.-ilr.l Ii

fneCjrtUtatrii cem
It' S1SJ4ISi
CtdcatanfcJIwM*.

Houses Apts tor 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Olticeopen 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgaparlments.com
Ouiet tenants preferred
Lg 4 bd house Cheap rent1 $800mo.
water incld. 12 mo. subls. req. Aug.Aug 440-821-8799 or440-465-4549
Male has a furnished room for rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.
Newly remodeled house 4-5 bdrm ,
2 balh. close to dntown. 8 campus.
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus
unities. 419 340-2500

Enclave II reduced $100. pay $225
a month ASAP to Augusl 2. 2 males
needed lor 4 bdrm new apt. 440991-6576.

One bedrm in the Enclave I. avail.
April through Aug.. will accept mo.
by mo. $316 mo. Fully furn. M or F
welcome. Contact Kara Ohngren
(248) 840-8232 or Karao@bgsu.edu

Available August 15. 2007.
3 bdrm house. 227 E. Reed.$1000
mo. 3 bdrm. apt.. $550 per month.
1 8 2 bdrm apt. $350 per month
Year lease req All close to BGSU
Call 419 308-2458

Private entry 1 bdrm. 8 studio
As low as $365
419-352-0590

709 5th Street A
APARTMENTS

li rVnw

.. ..uiiioii thiil

1 \

■>

Enclave II waives $75 app. tee by
signing over my 12 mo May lo May
lease. Call ASAP 419-307-0087.

(ilolutl Markttinji /".
uuni with Majoi H.mk*
mtthftd a)

i.onculture including pruning and removal.

*

3 ■V

a
o

3 4 bdrm house lor rent
$850 per month. Available May
419-934-0128

|1 PS

; anting, watering, mulching), maintenance.
tn it right-of-ways parks4, and other city
iboi
i ,i vanety of hand tools

1
1.'.

2 bedrooms on 7th St W D. $650
mo plus
able May 1st
419-287-4337

NEED HELP WITH

Perforn

aBo

For Rent

710
560
704
mo.

$8.50 hour
Part-time. Temporary Position
40 hoursAiveek (End of May to End of August)
Arborist Division - Urban Forestry Program

1

For Rent

525 N Prospect-3 bdrm 2 bath. 2
■ ".00 'M Avail in May.
439 N Main 5 bdrm 2 bath, whole
house S1500VM Avail, In Aug.
721 Fourth. 3 bflrm 2 bath, townhse
.3 0494

Park Laborer

C!

1 H

For Rent

Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

2 Duplexes Left
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

S

N
■

• Lunch Frt. • Sat. • Sun,

3 bdrm . 2 bath. Ig. kitchen, util. rm
w W8D hookup. AC cable phone in
all bdrms.. 5th St Avail. August
2007. S795 mo. 419-352-8872

Job Posting

■
1

■

€UV€RV
203 N. Main ^°
352-5166
$5.75 minimum

Management Inc.
Renting for
2007/2008

Trey Aubrey
842/846 Seventh St.

1

'.

■

PISRIM€LLO'S

3 bdrm.. 2 bath. den. lull basement.
ikup. Wooster St. across
Irom campus. $1050 mo. Avail. Aug
07.419-352-8872

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts or3bdrmTwnh.
Dishwasher & Gjrbage Disposal
Washer & Dryen (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carporis & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

ANSWERS

STRAIGHT YEARS

3 bdrm. house on N Prospect New
WD. DWASH turnace. Well maintained. Max. occup. 3 people. Avail.
12 mo. lease, starts m May. $675
mo plus uM 419-354-8146 after 3pm

419-353-7715 £=}

43 Silt (ormation
44 Hall-of-famer's beverage
plant?
47 Fatuous
50 Polish
51 Mayday!
52 Hall-of-famer's face warmer?
57 " Sanctorum"
58 Door handle
59 Estrada TV series
62 TV's talking horse
63 Earring setting
64 Last name in Communism
65 Jiffs
66 Struck dumb
67 Ford flop

>1

3 bdrm. 2 bath. den. cable phone all
bdrms 5th S! Avail. May 2007
$795 mo. 419-352-8872

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Evergreen Apts.
215E PocRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry oiSitiBGSU Bus Route
Only IS minute walk to campus!

1 '60s singer Donner
2 To the point
3 Right-angled tractor-trailer
accident
4 End of a buck?
5 Neighbor ol Martinique
6 Haphazard urban growth
7 _pas
8 Strait-laced
9 Comic Carvey
10 Organic compound component
11 Opposite of cool, man 39 '2001..." mainframe
12 Rock
40 Chapel seating
13 Simpson pop
42 Coffin support
21 Opponent
43 Rout
22 Yorkshire fellow
44 Works, as dough
23 Pipsqueak
45 Bought off
24 Pearl collector
46 Buccaneer's dnnk
28 McHenry and Sumter: 47 Muslim holy men
48 Mother-of-pearl
abbr.
49 Mexican empire of
29 Chicago hotel
old
30 Fed. budget group
53 Tex. neighbor
31 Mantra chants
54 Winter blanket
34 Cotton twill fabrics
55 Hoopster Bryant
35 Active starter?
56 Slough oft
36 Remains
60 Pizza order
38 Cartoon collectible
61 NBC classic

Buy

Need a summer job?
Regents Environmental Academy
lor Learning is a new grant proiect
oe running a
- science academy lor high
school students June 10 29
We are looking lor outstanding peo-

SUMMER CAMP STAFF NEEDED1
Resident 8 Day Positions Available1
June 10 August 4 2007
Hiram House Camp i.216j831-5045

Ground floor ranch
Private entre
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

brought to you by

For Sale

On selected floor plans
•
•
•
•
•

The Daily Crossword Fix

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S525/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
^
(419)352-1150
Jf

Subleaser for May
lease. $349 mo.,
room, w/bathrm. .
Amanda, lor details

07 to May 08
plus util. Own
Enclave II Call
740-815-3063.

Subleaser May thru Aug. 1 bdrm.
apt in University Courts. Furn.. util.
inc., central air 8 cable. $1400. serious inquiries only 216-280-3485.
Subleaser needed for beginning
of May. 1 bedroom apt.
Call Joe Pntchard 419-601-0219
Subtsr. needed lor 1 bdrm.. 1 balh
loll apt. in downtown BG. Very spacious, bright, in quiet bldg Parking
tag 8 1 mo. rent free 419-203-6763
Summer Subleaser Needed.
2 bedrooms. $425 per month * utils.
801 51h St. Call: 419.601.2404.
Summer Subleasers Needed
2 bdrm. on Scott Hamilton
$270 mo plus utilities
Call 330 414 3585

IpxxU

# *

1'V Blocks From Campus

First FULL Month Free*
•Resinclions Apply
& Supplies
■ Cigarette Deals
•Beer
•Wine
Snacks • Food • Lottery

SOUTH
SIDE
419.352.8639-737 S. Main St
www.southside6.com

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area
1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

1 Bedroom & Studiot AvatoMa
Peli Welcome

On Site Laundry

www.homecl1yice.com

Short Terms Unset Aval

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

Private Patios

1 800 899 80/0

418-352-7881

EHO

